DA LYRICAL FAYA

CALI P from the Caribbean island Guadeloupe was born with the name Pierre
Nanon. As son of a musician, the music itself always had a strong influence
into his life, so CALI P started to play Drums with the young age of 3 years.
He took his musical inspiration from Reggae Dancehall across to Soul, Jazz,
Rock and even Pop Music. Among the drumming, CALI P started to write
lyrics at the age of 14 years; he practice the singing for his self-education
and musical building and to prepare himself. Finally he joined the Gideon
Soldiers Soundsystem in the start of the year 2000 and began his career in
the dancehall.
Anywhere CALI P appeared and performed he convinced the people very fast
and grow to be a popular artist in Switzerland’s dancehalls. His beautiful and
clear voice, the talent of writing lyrically good song's, the nice melody’s and
the self-esteem on stage are very lovely and in the same time a powerful
combination who has to be heard and seen as well. CALI P satisfied crowds
of people in more than 100 shows which he performed from time to time
with his brethrens Ras Charmer, Ras Theo or Phat Promo and not to forget
several guest-performances by Soundsystems and live artists such as
Gentleman and Capleton. Since the year 2002 you could see and hear CALI
P performing with the live band's "Oneness" from Munich or "Soul Fire" from
Cologne and now he’s playing with the swiss no.1 reggae-backing band, the
Scrucialist from Basel.
He played in different location's of different European country's. He visited
the X-Large Festival - Augsburg (D), Backstage - Munich (D), Vienna (AUS),
Bruxelles (BE), Montpellier & Paris (F), Open Air Gränichen (Aargau), Integration
Festival (Zürich), Festival des 5 continents (Martigny), Fri-Son (Fribourg),
Sommer Casino ( Basel), Coupole (Bienne), Bierhübeli (Bern), Gaskessel
(Bern), Usine (Genève), KIFF (Aarau), TabTap (Schaffhausen), Grabenhalle
(St.Gallen) to name a few. But Europe is not the only place he spread his
musical message. From CALI P’s "Mamaland Tour" in Africa with Ras Theo in
the beginning of the year 2004 he brought a clean meditation, good experiences
and above all a lot of energy.
CALI P is a Rasta Youth with a positive and righteous message, a youth who
is building his name as conscious reggae dancehall singer. In addition to the
Roots-singing and chanting there is CALI P's talent for the fast and even hard
dancehall flows which the crowds always appreciate. This you can hear on
the combination "Stay With Jah" on Ras Charmer’s album "Rastafar I
Fulfillment". A next combination, called "Herb's Man Skunk" featuring Ras
Charmer and Phat Promo, got airplay on several radio stations. Those songs
give CALI P a strong backbone and power for his mission and through he's
is always working on new productions people are curious to hear new songs
coming from the studio.
If performing alone or with the Wissie Assassination Bobo Ashanty, if performing
with the Scrucialists Band or with a Selector, CALI P was without a doubt the
swiss dancehall sensation from the year 2004. For the coming year we expect
big things!
Watch out, when CALI P spread his lyrical fire
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